
and proud of it!
................ ...........as always

So ital one night would lave me wanting twenty mom. 
Twenty night, that cannot be hud:
One night that can not be had.

H3BS3SSS—

In this crowded public...
mm.

survival, this kid is going to have 
problems. His future is not bright

Last September, an article in the What lends power to the episodes
in which Bart is in is that he’s 
stuck with his character. These

uy Matt Hays a nationwide backout Dr. Monroe 
declares them an incurably un
happy family, and gives them 
double their money back (as guar
anteed).

The family achieves ultimate 
happiness, as Homer promises to 
buy a new and improved televi
sion. Finally, Marge exclaims, 
“We love you."

The episode is an ultimate anti- 
sitcom, with no eventual happy, 
cheery epilguc to make up for all 
of the nasty one-liners exchanged 
during the previous 23 minutes. 
But most of all, the Simpsons 
draws attention to the fact that the 
nuclear family unit is entirely a so
cial construction. The only thing 

, that finally appeases this family 
\ is the prospect of anew televi- 
\ sion. It is easy to see why 

if \ gays and blacks, so often 
B \ dismissedas marginal and

, X not capable of the nu- 
clear family “norm", 

■L t \ would find this hu-

epLsodes of the Simpsons, though, 
are not straight"

As for the idea of Bart Simpson 
as some sort of a new gay icon, 
Waugh responds, “I like Lisa 
Better."

It isn’t hard to see why the 
Simpsons as a whole would ap
peal to the gay community. The 
cynical treatment of the “normal” 
nuclear family unit has been a 
continuous theme since the first

member of the Simpson family 
draw what they consider the roots 
of their unhappiness. They all 
draw patriarch Homer.

Finally, Dr. Monroe attacks die 
family to his last resort, an aver
sion therapy device whereby each 
member of the family is hooked 
up to be electric shocked. Each 
member can press a button to hurt 
any other family member they 
choose. “When someone hurts 
you emotionally," explains Dr. 
Monroe, “You hurt them 
physically, and eventu- ally 
you lcam not to hurt 
anyone at all."

The Simpsons 
begin immedi-^fl 
ately, soon^fl 
overheating ^k 
the ma-Æ 
chine,Æ 
nearly ^k 
caus- Æ

In this crowded public I am with dark, and you.
I hesitant cup one breast and hidden shudder 
Press my thumb to risen nipple as compass 

For my touches’ quest of weighted silk.
Arch, shifting, and erupts propel me further still 

beyond my own containment.
As muted moon sylphs part my lips I laugh 

To see your spirit out-of-sinc with flesh 
And writhing to catch up 
Expose the more to me 

I race! I race-to cover you!
Against the quickening throb Against your alien skin 

Against Venus heating hard beneath me 
A humming current from hidden spring encircles 

You wish me deeper; lowered down cascades 
But in so asking, tilt your head in moans 

So now I cannot bear to pull away 
Unstick myself from honey-scent. For a moment to be two.

I linger your enchanted throat 
And spell a secret vision in a gallery 

Before pilgraming lone and fasted silent uttering prayers to Yoni 
Ah, but the rest “ is elementary ..."

Or, at least it was until I met you and learned of dumb exhaustion 
Drowsy calm afterward, you held my hand up to our sister 

Spoke in wonder at the contrast “.. .Mack on white...”
I worried that you loved me for my pedigree 

Until once among the courted arts I came upon a bust Dark continent displayed 
And as a moth to that Ebon was transfixed 

My hidden pulsed. I would have kissed that slender wooden neck 
Lingered. Lingered on the gracelines 

But that would be obscene In this crowded public place.

New York Times explored the 
popularity of BartSimpson among 
Afro-Americans. Writer Michel arc survival tactics. It’s not just 

naughty. It’s very poignant" Del 
Tredki stresses, though, that he 
sees little significance in Bart’s 
popularity amongst gays. After 
all, Bart is immensely popular 
generally. “He’s a bad boy. Eve
rybody likes seeing things that 
they’re not supposed to be seeing,

Marriott noted the proliferation of 
Black Bart T-Shirts (which in
cluded Bart in the personae of 
Malcolm X, Michael Jordan, and 
Bob Marley), and pondered the 
question: Why is Bart so popular 
with blacks? The conclusions were

. ,.v _ .

episode.
The episode which had family 

unity as the theme most central to 
its narrative (and one of the best 
written episodes) had Homo* dis
traught about how ‘abnormal’ his 
family is. On the way to his 
company picnic, Homer screams, 
“Remember, as far as anyone 

eyebrows. One features Bart with having an agenda. It s more mutai jul0wg> wc>re a njCCj normal,
than that, less conscious. I think 
it’s more a result of his tremen-

Without your love I am not unhappy, but without your friendship 
I would be in great pain.
So do not despise me because of the love I feel for you.
That love is as the universe, without explored bounds.

varied, but the main one seemed to 
be that blacks identified with Bart’s butthatrcally reflects what’s going

on. He’s very close to the way 
people actually think and feel, but 
don’t admit to.”

underdog status.
Then came the inevitable: Gay 

Bart Simpson T-shirts. Selling at 
T-shirts stands in Greenwich Vil- “I have problems with the gay 

association, though, because that’s
MM

A strong friendship, «always; -

lage. New York, these latest vari
ations of Bart have raised some an and 1 don t s*® ®art as

;

a Pink Triangle earring and an 
ACTUPT-shirts. The shirt reads:
“Get used to it, dude!” Another dous popularity, but maybe it

signals a new aggressive stance of

family! Be normal! BE NOR
MAL!!”

After a miserable experience at 
the picnic, Homer goes to the bar 
to down a few beer. A television 
advertisement catches his eyr . IV 
Monroe’s Family Therapy ( 
guarantees family Miss, for a fee 
(just dial 1-800-HUGS). Homer 
has his solution. “The answer A 
to life’s problems aren’t at ^k 
the bottom of a bottle,” he ^k 
realizes, “they’re on ^k 
TV.” M

Despite strong 
protests from the rest 
of the family, Homer pawns the 
TV for the money Dr. Monroe’s 
session requires.

Dr. Monroe requests that each

has Bart in leather pants and sus
penders. The inscription: “On 8aY movement.”

Tom Waugh, who co-taught the 
course Sexual Orientation and

ing I

your knees, dude!” Perhaps the 
raciest reads: “Cocksucker, and 
proud of it”

Bart’s popularity with gays is 
probably due to many of the same 
reasons he’s popular with blacks.
“He’s an underdog,” says Robert vcrY camP»" notes Waugh. “It 
Del Trcdici, who teaches the His- *ias d**5 sense parody, and this

tremendous witabout family roles 
and sex roles.

i mour especially
This pom is dedicated to my cousin Kenny and to 

Adrian in Halifax

rodand a drop-dead red dress 
witMn his eyes shone all the romance 

of Our childhood
rtw ftthm* nritratt

JSSEZXZ'*
He knew what he wu buying 
with dua wiggle In hi, walk 

he was the laircst in (he kingdom

in white-despite the ntmoer.

stealing.I' «a v»
Representative last year at Con
cordia, feels the T-shirts may have 
less to do with Bart than with the

11

Simpsons in general. “The show
iiiiii

Tristis Bhaird
tory of Animation course at Con
cordia. “if life is hopeless, and 
unfair, then Bart Simpson is some
one who knows that.”

Bart’s appeal may also have 
something to do with his aMlity to 
cope with hardship. “He’s about

1®
m

“It’s completely amoral. Even 
the most irreverent sitcom has a 
fundamental morality to it. All of 
them seem to have a humanistic 
slant to them. The endings of

Ihk.

S^SÇi

Come out wherever you areEommentary
by explicitly saying things that are not 
true (making up lovers of the other 
gender, for example) or by remaining 
silent about our personal lives.

Often, lesbian and gay men who are 
in the closet will argue that it is more 
convenient for them to keep their 
sexual orientation a secret At least 
you don't get discriminated against in 
the closet, they say. Yet maintaining 
a lie means constantly devising new 
lies to tell people at to cover up for 
your other lies. Sneaking around to 
meet people, terrified that somebody 
you know will find out, hardly sounds 
convenient

There are many different levels, 
and ways of coming out Recognizing 
and accepting your desires for mem
bers of your own gender is the most 
basis one. When you stop lying to 
yourself about the natureof your sexu
ality, you have come out to yourself. 
Learning to accept your sexual orien
tation can be a difficult, indeed life
long process. If you are coming to 
terms with accepting your lesbian or 
gay orientation, try getting your hands 
on gay-positive literature. You can 
learn more about yourself and other 
gay people this way, with as much 
privacy as you could possibly need.

The first step out of the closet can 
be anything from a first sexual en
counter with somebody of the same 
gender, to participating in a gay or 
lesbian community event It may be a 
good idea to come out to other gay 
people first before telling the non-gay 
people in your life. They will be able 
to offer you their advice, experience, 
and support.
Learning that there is nothing wrong 
wife you, but there is something wrong

with a society that condemns you and 
denies you basic rights because of 
your sexuality is part of coming out 
Discovering that lesbian and gay sexu
alities are equally as valid as hetero
sexuality, developing your self-es
teem, and knowing that sexuality is a 
joyful, beautiful, and meaningful part 
of our lives are all facets of coming

.. there is nothing covered that shall 
tot be revealed, neither hid that shall 
lot be known. Therefore whatsoever 
te have spoken in darkness shall be 
xeard in the light; and that which ye 
iave spoken in the ear in closets shall 
x proclaimed upon the housetops. 
Jesus ofNaraxeth (Luke 12:2-3)

A few thoughts on community
by Kevin Elliott ^

called. But even that’s unappealing to society’s view of all that was good
It’s time for a few thoughts on And the Jewish community, to most Who wants a common and righteous,

the nature of community. outsiders at least, appears to have community built on pain? It be- But our victories have opened
"Gay community” is a phrase arisen strong, organized and comes a sort of group grip club the closet doors of people of all 

used by the “straight" community united, with numbers no greater where people meet to lick their flavours. And the variety of 
- the larger community - to pi- than our own. wounds and whine. demands within our own walls is
geonhole us. It’s a label that sug- But these similarities are super- it's the worst sort of denial to growing far beyond what most
gests a tightly knit group of indi- ficial, and while there is much the pretend there is any kind of agree- humble activist can cope with,
viduals that has little to do with lesbian and gay community can ment between gay men and lesbi- The debates rage over whether
those outside. learn here, ultimately it is not a ans about the common ground of we are ageist, classist, rightist,

And in laigepait, that’s how the role model we can follow. oppression either. The more I, as leftist lookist, racist, sexist or tools
larger community sees us. We Sowe’rcstucktryingfoigesome a gay man, become aware of con- of the patriarchal hegemony. Do
have our own bars, our own clubs, new model of community, not cents and attitudes within what we wear shirts or not, allow 
and our own newspapers. We based on common religion or cul- appears to me from the outside as women-only spaces or men-only 
have our own little customs, my- turc, not based on common lan- a “lesbian community" the more spaces. And what about Msexu- 
thology, symbolism, patois, and guage, and not based on centuries painfully aware I become of how als? Transsexuals? Transvestites 
celebration. We’re mysterious, of tradition handed down through little we understand each other. 
invisiMe and probably come from the generations.

II

HETEROSEXUAL-A
person who is at
tracted - most of the 
time - to people of 
the opposite sex. The 
word came into 
being after the Intro
duction of homosex-

We feared him for his flaunted toss 
of power

m every dream 
in every naughty wink 

but we loved him for his innocence 
and the lure of thin illusion 

we knew this for a fleeting wish

Even tenth person you see on the 
itreet is one of us. In classes of forty 
students, you can count on there being 
it least four lesbians and gay men. 
Hie problem is we look and act just 
ikeeverybody else so, unless wemake 
t point of making our sexual orienta- 
ion known, everybody will assume 
hat we are heterosexual.

Hetcrosesixm, the belief that eve- 
ybttdy is or should be heterosexual, is 
i pervasive ideology in this society. 
Doming out of the closet challenges 
leterosexism and affirms the legiti- 
nacy of a lesbian or gay identify. If 
we are ever going to obtain our rights 
>r liberation, we are going to have to 
nake an effort to live and love openly 
is lesbians and gay men.

Non-gays who are acquainted with 
>penly gay people are more likely to 
(upport lesbian and gay rights. When 
we come out to our non-gay friends 
uid family members, they can no 
ongcr think of gays as marginal. We 
ire some of the people they know and 
ove. Non-gays will be less likely to 
lenounce us when they realize this.

Rita Mae Brown once quipped that 
he only people encouraged to lie ve 
xditicians and gay people. Closeted 
esbians and gay men are living a lie. 
iVe are lying when we allow people to 
hink that we are heterosexual, either

out
Coming out means not being 

ashamed or embarrassed about our 
sexuality. Many non-gay people need 
to “come out" in this way, too. Oppos
ing sex-negative attitudes, of which 
homophobia is a symptom, benefits 
and includes us all. Exorcizing shame, 
guilt, fear, and furtiveness from our 
lives and sexualities and being proud 
of who and what we are is what com
ing out is all about

Taking on a lesbian or gay identity 
is a social act social act central to 
coming out In its original sense, 
coming out was like a debutante's 
coming out that is, being welcomed 
into a society. Learning to appreciate 
lesbians and gay men, in all our diver
sity and especially the ways we have 
found to survive and thrive in the 
homophobic world, is part of coming 
out too.

Many people - lesbian, gay or oth
erwise - believe that sexuality is a 
private matter. Yet heterosexuals have 
no qualms about wearing wedding 
rings, showing affection in public, 
discussing their love lives openly. 
There is no reason why we should not 
also participate in the more social or 
public aspects of our love lives. And 
considering how much “the public" 
has to say about what people do in

ual.
_________DYKE- Originally a 

19th century slang 
word referring to 
male clothing. When 
first used in reference 
to women, it carried 
a derogatory conno
tation of masculine 
appearance or be
havior. While the 
masculine connota
tion often remains, 
many lesblqns have 
adopted the term, 
thus reducing the 
negative nuance.

and drag queen? Is our past an 
And there is the merest obliga- embarrassment ora thing of pride?

This is not a problem. It’s a
nity is based on sex. Or more marginalized in our own commu- logical consequence of doing 
accurately, certain very specific nity. Where is the common ground business the way we have, and

between Wueer Nationals and gay that was the only way we could.
Not much of a basis for a com- Conservatives? Between drag It’s time for us all to stop prc- 

munity. In fact, you’d probably queens, twinkies and clones? tending that a “gay community” is
In order to manufacture a gay anything but a pluralistic collcc- 

German Shepherd owners. We community to create structures to tion of individuals whose collcc- 
Without stating it so explicitly, have become as heterogeneous as fight for our common interests,

I think many activists lock at the society as a whole.
Jewish community for inspiration.

As a group, Jews in this country attention to our common prob- liberation,
have suffered terriMe discrimina- lems, our shared experiences of

In crassest terms, our commu- tory attention paid those who areaway.
We’re not them. Coming out to non-gay folks can 

happen in many ways. Often we we 
afraid to disclose our sexual orienta
tion for few of rejection, this is a very 
real few and a real possibility. Yet if 
we are rejected by a friend because of 
who we are, we have to consider how 
good a friend that person was to begin

their “private” lives (legalized mar
riages for heterosexuals, anti-sodomy 
laws, police actions against gays, 
economic privileges exclusive to 
heterosexual people), it seems rather 
odd to insist that it is a “private" matter. 
The closet stands for prison, not pri-

Activists use community more 
in hope than in description.

Surely being a community - 
close knit, common interest and 
all that - is our best defence against find more in common among 
a hostile world, we argue.

kinds of sexual acts.

vacy.
tive interests collide at only a few 

activists have pushed a single crucial points in their living expe- 
That’s why activists pay so much ideological perspective for gay riencc.

Once we have accepted our sexual
ity as an important part of our selves, 
and have decided we will not be di
vided-telling people one thing, while 
being, doing, thinking, feeling some
thing else - it is inevitable that we will 
want to be honest with the people in 
our lives, sharing with them all of who

with.

Consensus is not possible.
That worked well in those early And that, even though it runs 

tion. Until the 1960’s, it was quite discrimination, violence and grow- days, when there were only a few, counter to what many have worked
common to have beaches, restau- ing up different in an unfriendly tremulous voices, raised to the lie for and built over the years, is not
rants, bulbs and gold courses world. to white, middle-class Western a failure,
closed to Jews. Restricted, it was we are.

It's the victory.
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